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Where are you London?  This show is Fantastic!   
I was fortunate enough to see yesterday's performance of "Savage 
Arts" and was SO incredibly thankful afterwards. This is a show of 
such high caliber, in all aspects: the writing, performing and 
directing. This show is just top notch and something I could 
definitely see in an Off-Broadway house. 
 
So, WHY I ask is London not treating this performer to full houses? 
 
It's truly a shame... I hope things pick up for her last shows here. I 
would love for this performer to actually WANT to bring her top 
quality work back to London in the future. C'mon.... let's treat her 
right!!!! 
 
It should be noted that, despite the relatively small house, this 
performer did not hold back a single moment. She performed that 
show as if it was for a sold out crowd at the Grand Theatre... 
congratulations to you, Ms. Eberhart! 
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New post Posted: Sun Aug 05, 2007 1:08 pm     
Post subject: Reply with quote 
 
You are so right. Ms. Eberhardt is an incredible story-teller with an 
ability to embody one disparate character after another. Wishing her 
all the best, including more paying customers. 
 
Today is the last chance: 7:30 at the Galleria. 
 
 
New postPosted: Fri Aug 03, 2007 7:39 am    
Post subject: wonderful acting   
 
Gripping story, wonderful acting. 



 
Posted: Wed Aug 01, 2007 1:19 pm     
Post subject: Engaging Arts is near-perfect!    
 
Savage Arts is an intense & entertaining story of love & culture in 
"the old days" when life was thought to be simpler. Sharon 
Eberhardt impressively portrays 3 characters involved in a love 
triangle, plus several others to round out this legend into a mix of a 
fascinating (& local!) history lesson, thrilling newspaper frontpage 
story, steamy romance secret, cultural tour of North America, art 
seminar, and exploration of the human condition. 
 
I was lured in by the "Indian Witchcraft Trial" claim in the program 
and her uber-professional, super-glossy promo flier but found the 
show itself not nearly as showy or modern. Which works! But don't 
expect a pow-wow or high-speed dialogue; this show captured the 
audience and was revealed slowly but satisfyingly, like a Werther's 
candy or a good book. 
 
Eberhardt's performance never waned once nor caused my attention 
to wander; I was fully engaged throughout. The characters' various 
motives & plights were easily represented by her expressive voice & 
accents plus body movement. Even subtle changes were 
entertaining, and Eberhardt never left the audience wondering who 
was who or what was going on. Her well-penned script had me 
excited to know what was going to happen next, and amazed when 
the 80 minutes were up. 
 
I highly reccomend this show for both it's compelling story, and the 
extremely talented actress who owns her stage & characters without 
fault. 
 
Tue Jul 31, 2007 11:57 pm    Post subject:  
An absolute MUST SEE    
 
Sharon Eberhardt's subtle and engrossing performance deserves 
bigger audiences than it's been getting! 
 
Margaret is a typical Buffalo housewife whose world is turned 
upside down by the French artist who moves next door. She is a 
multi-dimensional character performed with skill by a very talented 
actress/playwright. 



 
If you haven't been to see this remarkable story, you still have three 
opportunities left: Thursday at 6:15 p.m., Saturday at 3:45 p.m. and 
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. You will not regret one cent or one minute 
spent on this show! 
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Posted: Tue Jul 31, 2007 10:43 pm     
Post subject:  
I loved the story    
 
I got pulled into the life of this character and felt I was seeing 
everything through her eyes. Well acted. 
 
Posted: Tue Jul 31, 2007 2:15 am     
Post subject:  
 
Go see this one.    
 
I had the privilege to see Savage Arts this past Sunday afternoon, 
July 29th. Written and performed by talented New York playwright 
and actor Sharon Eberhardt, Savage Arts is a love story built upon a 
piece of Ontario history as told by a woman whose rigid attitudes 
soften as she begins to see value in the people—and ways of life—
she previously judged. 
 
Sharon’s portrayal of her main character—a twenty-nine-year-old 
farm wife—is sweet and honest as she reveals the intimate details 
of her protagonist’s life. Married to man with lung problems and 
little sexual interest in her, the young woman falls in love with a 
French painter in spite of her Christian beliefs, moral code and 
sincere dedication to her husband. 
 
Eberhardt’s entire performance—which utilizes only a single chair 
and an apron for props—is solid, steady, and deserves real praise. 
However, most impressive was how this talented playwright/actor 
laid—with suggestive quivering—across that single chair and 
managed to arouse me with erotic suggestions of her character’s 
sexual longing and adventures. This was no mean feat considering 



that I was one of only two strangers who had come to catch the 
early show and that there was, literally, no body heat in the air 
conditioned theatre. 
 
To those who wonder if Savage Arts is dark or frightening, allow me 
to allay your fears. This play is tame. It won’t frighten or revolt you. 
It’s a story about longing and love, with innocence as it’s prime 
mover and murder almost a footnote. There’s no violence on the 
stage, no blood, no gore of any kind, and nothing I found 
depressing. 
 
What’s reinforced in Savage Arts is twofold: how our view of the 
world can be altered through art and how desire can make us act 
out of character. When desire claims us, we can become involved 
with heartless but charismatic people, even to the point that we 
might think about murder. As a result Savage Arts asks us—as all 
good theatre does—to decide what kind of people we will be, even 
if our hearts are breaking with longing. 
 
In summary, despite our culture’s penchant for humorous 
entertainment and although the venue (Fanshawe College Theatre in 
Galleria) may be a little unfamiliar to theatre goers in comparison to 
the other four venues, Savage Arts is well worth seeking out. 
 
Eberhardt is a good storyteller and her play is heads and tails 
above—and I admit this is unusually harsh for one of my reviews—
the dreadful Krapp’s Last Tape by Samuel Beckett. (How the man 
got to be a famous playwright is beyond me.) 
 
Yet, sadly, while the theatre was half full for Beckett’s tiresome and 
minimalist whining about a pretentious life never fully lived—the 
content of which must overshadow even the best actor’s 
performance—Sharon Eberhardt, who came to us in order to stage 
her play where its historical event occurred, delivered a powerful 
performance to only two people. She and her play merit far better. 
Don't miss this one. Give her the audience she deserves. Go see 
Savage Arts which plays on Tuesday at 8, Thursday at 6:15, 
Saturday at 3:45 and Sunday at 7:30 p.m. 
 



Posted: Sat Jul 28, 2007 8:54 pm    
 Post subject:  
Wonderful Story telling    
Savage Arts is a wonderful piece of storytelling. Sharon Eberhardt 
does a fabulous job of presenting a rich tapestry of story and 
character. She is seemingly effortfless in her ability to embody each 
of her characters. In so doing, she brings the audience into a very 
human journey. One well worth the trip. 


